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Situated far to the north of the Scottish mainland, the Shetlands are famous for the dampness of their climate
and the excellence of their wool -- a pair of distinctions that fostered the development of a vibrant form of
patterned knitting. Fair Isles unusual technique employs two colors in each row; the wool not in use is

stranded along the back in short loops, resulting in an extremely warm and weatherproof double fabric.In this
definitive guide, the author shows how any circular-method knitting technique can yield the popular Fair Isle
patterns. Its treasury of designs features more than 70 pages of patterns that can be used for mittens, jerseys,
jackets, and hats. In addition, its practical advice on designing garments and the use of color offers valuable
assistance to knitters who wish to create their own patterns and seek the inspiration for an endless array of

variations and adaptations.

A Practical Handbook of Traditional Designs Fair Isle Knitting . The distinctive patterning of traditional Fair
Isle knitting is a clever way to combine the many odd.

Fair Isle Knitting

All items are knitted on my vintage flatbed knitting machine and finished solely by hand. The patterns are
lovely although Ive not knit anything yet. The Complete Book of Traditional Fair Isle Knitting McGregor
Sheila on Amazon.com. The traditional method of handknitting Fair Isle in the round using doublepointed
needles known locally as wires along with a special padded knitting belt continues to this day. Our directory
links to free knitting patterns only. Authentic Fair Isle knitting is taught under my guidance adapted to your
ability and attentive to your needs. The Fine Art of Fair Isle Knitting Hello Im Hazel Tindall from Shetland
and I am delighted to welcome you to my website where I present a selection of my unique Shetland and Fair
Isle knitting patterns available for immediate download.. Packed with history and technical details plus page
after page of charts for traditional stitch patterns its. Fair Isle knitting patterns by Mary Ann Stephens as
downloadable pdfs. Yarns commonly used in 2 color knitting patterns are chosen for their wide range of

colors which allow you to shade your colors in a graduated fashion for a traditional Fair Isle look. Published

https://myksigbokre.art/books1?q=Traditional Fair Isle Knitting


in the UK by Batsford in 1981 and in the US by Scribners in 1982. This is a great pattern if youre looking to
practice some Fair Isle Cowl measures 34 86 cm in circumference and 10 25.5 in length. 5.0 out of 5 stars

Brilliant book Reviewed in the United Kingdom on Decem.
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